
 

Song of the Wind   Song of the wind is always played with short staccato strokes. 

Form of the piece is ABB2    PREVIEW SPOT 

E:           0 0 0 0   1    3 1   0’lift   1    3  1 0’lift  (try an echo on the last 5 notes) 

A: 0 1 2 3                  3                   3 
 

E: 0                                                 0’ lift  (the last 3 notes like the hard spot in Lightly Row) 

A:    3 3 3    3 2 2 2     2 1 1 1    0 2          (this lift must be faster than the others)   
 

E: 0                                              
A:    3 3 3     3 2 2 2     2 1 1 1   0’lift       (this line can also be an echo)   
 

Repeat song 

 

 

Song of the Wind   with letter names 

 
E:             E E E E    F#   A F#   E’lift   F#   A F#   E’ lift   

A:  A B C# D                        D                         D 
 

E:  E                                                     E’ lift   

A:    D D D    DC#C#C#     C#BBB    AC#            
 

E:  E                                                      

A:    D D D    DC#C#C#     C#BBB    A’ lift              
  

Repeat song 

 

Rhythms:   

 

 
  

 

 

 

2 eighth notes = 1 quarter note.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

How to Practice Song of the Wind: 
PREPARATION 

Play the A major scale staccato-4 on each note, then 2, then 1. also use 1st twinkle rhythm. 

Listen to the recording often.  You can quietly hum the melody.  Walk with little steps to the rhythm of the 

song.  Don’t forget to sing in your head. 

Learn how to do a bow lift ’: 
Bow lifts (circle bows): bow just below middle on E string- elbow-tip-frog in same circle.  The hand, bow, 

elbow should all move in a small counterclockwise motion as the bow is lifted a few inches off the string and 

then placed back on the string back where you started.   Always maintain a good bow hold. 

 

Practice the bow lift many times.  How many circle bows can you do on the E string with a beautiful full tone?  

The E should ring during the rests.  The bow lands silently after it completes its circle. 

 

Play the rhythm of the song on open E with the teacher, recording, or while singing the melody. Remember the 

bow lifts.  Also do on the A string-notice that your arm level will be higher as you roll the bow to the A 

string. 

 

PREVIEW: 

E:   1    3  1 0’lift   “glue” 1st finger, hop 3rd over mud puddle.  3rd stays on tip of finger and does not “smush”. 

A:     3                repeat many times with the bow lift.  

You can play it with the 1st twinkle rhythm to start. 

LEARNING THE SONG: 

1. Use the body staff.  Use the body staff to show the melodic shape as you sing the fingering and/or letter 

names in rhythm.   

Body Staff:   Knees    hips      shoulders nose    top of head   arms up arms up & on toes 

  A0 (A)    A1 (B)   A2 (C#) A3 (D)    E0    E1 (F#) E3 (A) 

2. Sing short parts of  the song with finger numbers/letter names.  Your practice partner should look at the 

notation while you do this.   

3. Hold the instrument guitar style and finger the new piece.   Can you do it without saying the finger 

numbers? 

8. Use the bow and play the piece in small sections.  Remember the bow lifts!  Your practice partner can 

drive the bow at first while you concentrate on the fingers.  Repetition is important. 

9. Play the song in a slow, medium, and fast tempo.  Stay at a slow tempo until you can play it without  

mistakes. 

10. When you are can play through the song, you may begin working on the next piece in small steps. 

• When you can play the song in performance tempo without mistakes, add it to your review plan. 

• Check left wrist is not collapsed and shoulder and head are really supporting violin. 

• Keep reviewing Twinkle and Lightly Row 

 

Please note:  Some students can get their 2s and 3s mixed up if they go straight from Lightly Row to Song of 

the Wind, so practice Song of the Wind after Twinkle and then do Lightly Row. 

 


